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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS
SPECIFIC TO FLEMING'S MODEL

Abbreviations

ACT
Arr

ATTBTN
C
EXPR
F

Log

LOG
P

SIMUL
SUBS
Tmp
TMP

ACTIVITY
Arrangement

ATTRIBUTION
central sequential position

EXPRESSION
following sequential position

Logical

LOGICAL
preceding sequential position

SIMULTANEOUS
SUBSEQUENT
Temporal

TEMPORAL

Notations

Superscripted letters

M
S

CS

Initial capital letter

ALLCAPITAI, LETTERS

stratal levels

Morphosyntactic stratum

Semantic stratum

Communication Situation stratum

Construction

CONSTITUENT of a Construction

Symbols
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upper-to-lo\vcr level realization
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indicates a filler following a function or

constituent position

indicates that what follows is a

constituent of what precedes

double zero realization (element is

present on upper stratum but not

realized on lower stratum)

indicates a sub-type (e.g.. SEvent(ACT)
- Semantic ACTIVITY Event)



AN OVERVIEW OF GANGAM GRAMMAR

1. GOALS OF THIS PAPER

In this paper I give the reader a typological overview of Gangam and familiarize him

with its basic morphosyntactic constructions. It is not meant to be a definitive work on

Gangam grammar, but is rather meant as an introductory study. As my point oi' departure, I

use the communication model developed by Ilah Fleming as presented in Communication

analysis: A slratificational approach, volume // (1988). This model affords the opportunity to

present the semantic content which the various constructions encode, via constituent structure

charting of the different morphosyntactic constructions. 1 also give consideration to the

structural level higher than the Clause and consider the status of the Gangam Clause Chain.

2. THE GANGAM LANGUAGE

Gangam' is a Gur language spoken by perhaps 65,000 adults,- predominantly in the Oti

Prefecture of Northern Togo and in the Sous-Prefecture of Cobly in the Atacora region of

Northern Benin. Dialectal differences manifest themselves between the inhabitants of (jundo,

M(.)gv>u. and Tontondi, respectively, as one moves from south to north. Due to the inlluence of

the Tchokossi people, whose term gangan 'bush people' is used to refer to non-Muslims or

pagans", what I refer to as Gangam is often grouped together with a closely related language

to the south, spoken in and around Koumongou (Kelly 1993:1)."' These dialectal differences

are part of the Gur continuum, and distinctions between what should be considered related

languages on the one hand and dialects within languages on the other are not alwa>s clear.

This study is based on the dialect spoken in and around Gando.

The Gur language family is positioned within Niger-Congo as follows in Figure 1 , taken

from Williamson (1989:21).

'Gangam is also known as Migangam, Ngamgam, and Dye (Naden 1988:43).

-A 1997 census of the cantons of Gando and Mogou (in Togo) revealed approximately 42,000 people 18 years

old or older residing in these two cantons. Perhaps 80"o of these people are Gangain, giving an estimated adult

Gangam population of 32,000. It is further believed that an equal number of Gangam people live in the

contiguous areas of Benin.

^Kelly cites Karan (1981:14-15, 21), saying that 'these Gangam dialects are 'links in a chain" tying together

Konkomba, in the south, to Moba and Gurma(sometimes referred to as Gurmantche) in the north."



NIGER-CONGO

Mande ATLANTIC-CONGO Kordofanian

Atlantic (?) VOLTA-CONGO Ijoid (?)

Kru Benue-Congo NORTH-VOLTA-
(New) CONGO

Kwa Dogon (?)

(New)

GUR Adamawa-
Ubangi

Figure 1. The Gur language family within Niger-Congo.

Naden (1989:144-146) classifies Gangam within the Gur family as follows in Figure 2.

GUR

Senufo Central Gur- Central Gur-
Northern Southern

Kurumfe OtI Volta Bwamu

Yom/Nawdm Western Gurma Eastern Buli/Konni

Moba Gurma GANGAM Konkomba Chamba Ncham 4

Figure 2. Gangam within the Gur language family.

^
I have substituted Ncham for Naden 's term Bassari. Ncham is the name of the language, whereas Bassari is the

name of the people who speak it.



3. TYPOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

The typological distinction that has received the most attention, beginning with

Greenberg (1963), is the basic word order of the clause (SVO for Gangam-'^). This has been

further refined (Lehman 1973 and Vennemann 1973) to VO versus OV as the most basic

predictor of other word order features of a given language. This distinction can be restated as

head-dependent versus dependent-head constituent order, respectively.

Dryer (1995) says that 'VO languages tend to employ prepositions. In other words,

objects of adpositions tend to precede the adpositions in OV languages, but to follow in VO
languages.' Given the VO (head-dependent) word order found in Gangam, one would expect

to find prepositional phrases. However, Gangam has postpositional phrases rather than

prepositional phrases.

As with other Gur languages, Gangam has both dependent-head and head-dependent

structures. Although a dependent-head relationship is exhibited in the postpositional phrase,

the noun phrase exhibits a predominantly head-dependent relationship. These less-than-clear

typological observations lead one to question whether the VO versus OV distinction is the

best predictor for Gangam.

An alternative to the VO-OV distinction is proposed by Hawkins (1979; 1980; 1983,

cited in Dryer 1995) who argues that 'adposition type — whether a language uses prepositions

or postpositions — seems to be a better predictor of other word order characteristics.' In

Gangam. however, this is still not a clear predictor.

Following the head-dependent, or VO, pattern, are the following constructions and

sequences:

1) Coordinating conjunctions followed by the Clause they introduce. This includes the

focal particle ne when it functions as a coordinating conjunction ('and'); the

subordinating conjunction ten 'as if, which relates two Clauses within a sentence;

other coordinating conjunctions which serve to introduce sentences, whether

particles or grammaticalized phrases; and the same-subject chain marker ki (see

section 5.9).

2) The verb-object sequence and the verb-adverb sequence.

3) The Noun Phrase, in which the head noun precedes its modifiers.

4) The determiner-noun sequence.

5) The verb sequences of volitional or causal verbs followed by the verbs carrying the

main semantic content, in which 'want' or 'cause' precedes the main verb.

^1 am not aware of any exceptions to this basic word order.



Following the dependent-head or postpositional paiiern, on tne otner hand, are the

following constructions and sequences:

1) Clausal suhordinators such as the conditional particle lo 'if, the adverbial phrase

ma nno 'like that/since', and the particle so (identitlcation/subordinator). These

appear after the Clause which they subordinate.

2) The focal particle ne, which follows the focalized Clause constituent.

3) Both instances of morphosyntactic possession. In both pronominal possession and

possession with the particle yo, the possessed nominal follows the possessor.

4) The Postpositional Phrase.

5) The Verb Phrase, in which the inflected Verb Word follows uninflected verbal

particles.^

Table 1 summarizes these typological observations.

TABLE 1

GANGAM MORPHOSYNTACTIC STRUCTURES
AS TYPOLOGICALLY PREDICTIVE

Head-Dependent

(VO Patterning)



4. AN INTRODUCTION TO FLEMING'S STRATIFICATIONAL
COMMUNICATION MODEL

Fleming's model fits within the basic paradigm of Lamb (1966) and Lockwood (1972).

Among the assumptions of this paradigm are those concerning the nature of language.

According to Lockwood, 'language is a code known by its speakers, enabling them to serve as

encoders and decoders in the communication process. ... [L]anguage is a system of

relationships. ... [which] form the most appropriate characterization of a language" (1972:3).

fhe most distinctive feature about Stratificational Grammar is the presence of strata, or

levels, which are posited. By convention, meaning is represented at higher levels and

expression at lower levels. Stratificational Grammar is a performance model, and encoding

and decoding are key notions.

Fleming makes several theoretical innovations within the stratificational framework.

First, she posits five stratal levels. They are, in descending order. Communication Situation,

Semantic, Morphemic (hereafter referred to as Morphosyntactic), Expression level, and

Physical Phenomena. (See Figure 3.) Each of these levels consists of a single stratum except

the expression level. Flere multiple strata operate simultaneously. The expression level

includes the phonemic stratum, in which phonological processes take place, as well as the

Graphcmic Stratum (written language), and so forth. Note that the stratal levels at each end of

the spectrum, the physical phenomena level and the Communication Situation Stratum,

contain extra-linguistic features. (This is indicated by the double lines bordering these levels.)

The Communication Situation Stratum includes such things as the real or perceived referential

realm, culture, and social setting. Realization relationships exist between both contiguous and

non-contiguous strata.

Second, Fleming moves away from Lamb and Lockwood's theoretical postulate that

only relationships (not units) exist in language. She incorporates something similar to Pike's

(1967) earlier two-cell tagmeme into her model, and thus has distinct units on each stratum,

such as the functions CSp£RFORMER, ^AGENT, and the central position of the '^Clause,

together with their appropriate distribution class fillers. In addition to units on each stratum,

there are also constructions, such as semantic propositions.



Fleming's model provides an explicit means of looking at multiple phenomena, both

linguistic and extra-linguistic.^ and the relationships between them. 1-or example, the

Semantic Proposition H\ent(AC' llVll Y) typically has the following constituent structure:

^Event(ACTIVlTY) = AGI-NT + ACTIVITY + PATIFNT. When both ACil-N I" and

PATIEN 1 are present, it encodes two separate CSIn^.j(_^e,-,^y ^\^^^^^ ^^f PliR]-ORMl R and

APT-ECTED. whose constituent structures are: ^'Slncident(Pi;Rl-ORMi;R) = PERFORVIIiR +

PERIORMANCE. and <^'^lncident(AI'lT;C FED )
= All IX' llil) ^ PI;RF()RMANC1;.

^Event(ACriVrrY) in turn can be encoded by several dilTerent morphossntaclic

constructions, the most common of which is '^Clause, whose emic con.stituent structure of

relative positions is defmed uniquely for each language. At the le\el of discourse anal\sis. text

structures on the Communication Situation stratum ha\e realization relationships with lower

strata, and the model calls for propositional and interpropositional semantic content to be

analyzed in relation to these text structures.

1 will use certain notational devices unique to lleming"s model in the body of this study.

These include Initial Capital Fetters. AFF CAPITAF FETTFIRS. SFIPIT^SCRIP 1 i:i)l^,tlers.

and the symbols " /
" .

"
\

" .
"

||

"
.

"
:

"

. and "
.

"

. initial capital letters indicate a construction,

e.g.. a Semantic Proposition. All capital Icllcrs indicate a iiiiiclion within a construction, e.g..

AGENf within Si-;\enl(ACflVl I'Y). Superscripted letters indicate the stratum to which a

consiruclit)n or function belongs, e.g.. ^l{venl(.ACl IVITY) belongs to the Semantic stratum.

The symbols " /
" and " \

' indicate realization relationships between strata: the former from an

upper stratum to a lower stratum, and the latter from a lower stratum to an upper stratum. The

SNinbol
II

" indicates en\ ironmental condiliiining and is read, "in the enxironmenl of." The

colon (
'

:

"

) indicates the Filler o\' a constituent position or function, e.g.. ^ACil-N f: thing,

i.e.. Semantic ACjIiNT Filled by a member of the Semantic "thing" class. Finally, the period

( . ) indicates that what follows is a constituent of what prececles. e.g.. NP.C for the central

position of a Noun Phrase.

^Sociolinguistic and cultural phenomena arc two of these.
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Communication

Situation:

STRATA

Communication SiUialion (CS)

CULTURE SOCIAL SETTING

LANGUAGE SOCIAL RIXA'liONSHIPS

REFERENHAL REALM

Semantic: Semantic (S)

Morpho-
svntactic:**

Morphosyntactic (M)

Expression: Phonemic (P)



5. BASIC MORPHOSYNTACTIC CONSTRUCTIONS

In this section, I examine the basic building blocks of Gangam morphology and syntax,

starting with Noun Word and moving through the Sentence level.

As a basic tool in presenting the constituent analyses of these constructions, I will use

charts patterned after those used by Fleming (1988). (See, for example. Table 11.) The second

row from the top in each chart, when read from left to right, provides a tactic formula of the

construction, e.g.,

^Clause = P": NP + C: VP + Fl": NP + F2: PoPhr + F3: adv.

This formula reads as follows: 'The morphosyntactic Clause is composed of an iterative

preceding position filled by Noun Phrase, plus a central position filled by Verb Phrase, plus an

iterative first following position tilled by Noun Phrase, plus a second following position filled

by Postpositional Phrase, plus a third following position filled by adverb." Not every

constituent position is required in every specific instance of the construction, and iterative

positions are not always realized iteratively. The name of the construction appears at the far

left, preceded by a superscripted M, placing the construction on the morphosyntactic stratum.

By convention, initial letters of constructions begin with a capital letter. Constituents of the

construction are identified by relative position (or sometimes by absolute position), and are

labeled as central (C), preceding (P), and following (F). Where more than one position

precedes or follows the central position, these are numbered consecutively moving away from

the central position.

The top row in each chart shows the upper level realizates, that is, the Semantic, or

sometimes Communication Situation, content of the construction's respective constituent

positions. The left-most column identifies the upper-level realizates corresponding to each

example line in the chart. Usually, realizates of constituent positions (the top row) are

functions of semantic propositions, and realizates of constructions are the proposilions

themselves. This relationship can, however, be skewed. Semantic and Communication

Situation realizates given in each chart are illustrative only; they do not constitute an

exhaustive listing of possible realizates. Each data line in the chart is an instance of the

morphosyntactic construction under consideration. For the reader's convenience, a free

translation is provided in the column at the far right.



5.1 Mjvoun Word

Gangam is a noun class language; that is, each noun is inflected to indicate the class to

which it belongs. Thirteen noun classes have been identified.'' Classes 1. 2, and 10 are each

subdivided (1, la, etc.) by differences in affixation. They are not analyzed as separate classes,

however, because of pronoun agreement. These thirteen classes manifest twelve different

TABLE 2

GANGAM NOUN CLASS MARKERS,
WITH EXAMPLES OF EACH CLASS

class



singular-plural groupings (Kelly. 1993).i" Class 12 is composed of mass nouns and

nominalized verbs, such as minunm -water" and migiionm 'sleep', and stands alone as an

'unpaired class" (De Wolf 1971:32). Table 2 shows the classes, along with examples of each

class. (In this table. H and M refer to high tone and mid tone, respectively. Note also that li, Q,

and u represent high. mid. and low tones respectively. Although tone is marked in Tables 2

and 4. elsewhere in this work Gangam examples are written in current Gangam orthography,

which leaves most tones unmarked.) Table 3 shows the singular/plural groupings of these

classes. Certain Class 1 roots, for example, form their plural by affixation from the plural

Class 2. while others do so by affixation from plural Class 10.

TABLE 3

SINGULAR/PLURAL PAIRINGS (GENRES)
OF GANGAM NOUN CLASSES

SINGULAR PLURAL

Class 1 a Class 2a

Class 1 '^i:::"- Class 2

Class 9 ^v^^~^>. Classic

Class 11 *^~.^.^^\^ CJass 10a

Class 3 ^
Class 4

Class 5 Class 6

Class 7 -::=- Class 8

Class 13

In addition, there exists in Gangam an extensive system of agreement of pronouns and

NP elements with the head noun, fhis system is presented in summary form in fable 4."

Note that separate sets of personal pronouns are limited to first and second person; for third

person, the pronoun sets for Noun Classes 1 and 2 are employed.

'^Although the term "class' is sometimes also used to refer to the singular/plural pairings (see, for e.xample,

Naden 1988:34-36). I use the term "class' here to refer to a set of affi.val markings with its concordant pronouns

and other NP elements. This usage follows Welmers (1973:163), De Wolf (1971:36ft), and Kelly (1993).

' 'Table 4 is taken from Kelly (1993:27), but I have reversed Kelly's numbering of classes 9 and 10.

10



TABLE 4

SYSTEM OF GANGAM NOUN CLASS AND
PERSONAL PRONOUN CONCORD

class



Noun Words arc composed of one or more roots and a suffix. Although the proclitic

determiner makes up part of the phonological word in Gangam (and is written as part of the

graphemic word in Gangam orthography), it is analyzed as a constituent of the Noun Phrase.

The determiner and the suffix mark the class to which a noun belongs. The determiner is

present in all cases except negation and possession. '^ Certain relational terms such as "mother'

and 'Lord' never take a determiner, but always occur in a possessive construction, ihese are

classed as la and 2a.

(1) a' naa (a'naa)

your mother

'your mother'

(2) ti' yonbdaan (Ti'yonbdaan)

our Lord

'Lord (God)'

Certain borrowed words, such as fanga 'pig' have no proclitic. They have no singular

suffix, but use the plural suffix rhhe (Class 2a) and take pronouns from Class 1 for both

singular and plural.

(3) fanga

'pig'

(4) fangambe

'pigs'

When a compound is composed of roots which are from two or more different classes, it

is the semantically dominant root which determines the class of the compound. Thus in

example (5). the compound formed by u-kpen-H "stream" and li-ghen-l 'bank" ("stream

bank") takes its class from the primary root, lighenl "bank".

(5) li- kpen gben -l(i)

DET-3 stream lank NC3

'the stream bank"

'-Naden (l')89:15.S) slates of (iiir languages: Nduns characteristically have singular and plural class suffi.xes

(sometimes. especialK in the east, prellxes also or. raielv. insteai-l)."

12



This semantically dominant root would be parallel in English to the noun, whereas the

non-dominant root would be parallel in English to the adjective or nominal adjunct. The root

with primary meaning occurs stem-finally; the root or roots with non-primary meanings

(modifiers) precede.

In the case of a compound composed of a nominal root and a verbal root. Class 9 is

chosen for singular compounds and Class 10 for plural. Thus in example (6). the compound

formed by bu-itj-bu 'mouth' and kpaan 'agree' takes the Noun Class 9 determiner and suffix,

while in example (7), the compound formed by miyenm 'conscience' and maale 'think' takes

the Noun Class 10 determiner and suffix. The verbal root occurs stem-finally; the nominal

root precedes it.

(6) u- iiD

DET-9 mouth

kpaan -H

agree NC9

'an agreeing mouth'

(7) 1- yen maale -H

DET-10 conscience think NCW

'presence of mind'

Classes 1, 4, 9, and 10 have tonal rather than segmental suffixes. Table 5 summarizes
MNoun Word.

TABLE 5

CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF THE GANGAM NOUN WORD



TABLE 6

CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF THE GANGAM NOUN PHRASE



5.2 Misoun Phrase

The Gangam noun phrase follows a predominantly head/dependent word order, with

modifiers following the noun. This is true with the exception of the preceding constituent

position, which is filled by either the determiner, the possessi\c pronoun, the Possessor

Phrase, or the deteminer + le. For the sake of consistency. 1 have included the possessive

pronoun and the possessor phrase as constituents of the Noun Phrase construction rather than

considering them separately, hi most typological studies, however, the word order ot

genitive/noun (or noun/genitive) is considered separately from Noun Phrase word order. This

argues for calling the Noun Phrase predominantly head/dependent despite the presence of

these preceding constituents.

Semantic content of the noun phrase construction includes identification, specification,

proportion, and count. See Table 6 for a constituent analysis of ^Noun Phrase.

The possible fillers of the preceding position are in complementary distribution; that is.

only one possibility is allowed. The proclitic determiner is discussed in section 5.1 on the

Noun Word. Use of the possessor phrase to encode specification is discussed in section 5.6. A

parallel structure to this use is found in example (8), this lime employing the question particle

le instead of the possession particle >'«. The meaning of this construction is 'which one ot?"

or 'what?'.

(8) Li le kuoi ye likpiekl-i?

DET-3 what law he first. law

'What is the most important law?'

Identification is encoded by means of an embedded relative Clause, relative chain, or

relative phrase, which 1 have analyzed as the first following (I'l) position. These embedded

relative constructions serve to further identify the referent which stands as the head oi the

noun phrase, as in example (9). Note that specification can co-occur with identification {nno,

back-reference/ '[the thing] in question").

(9) binib ba tukch tiwtnt ki la kuoreh ti' bo nno

people REL hring-I things SS SUBS2 sell-l our on BKRF

'those people who bring things and then sell them to us'

fhe second following position (F2) is filled by the particle ke 'all', the numeral, or

determiner + ha, which function as proportion, count, and indefinite spccilication.

respectively. The F3 position is filled by the demonstrative pronoun, the deictic marker /;:;. or

the back-reference marker nn-j. It is recursive, meaning that more than one ol these

15



possibilities can be chosen in a given noun phrase, as in example (10). (In Table 6, the

notation FJ", denotes that the position F3 is recursive.)

(10) dinno wuo no

today PNBDem DEIC

'this very day'

Demonstrative pronouns vary in form according to the class of the nominal which they

modify; they 'concord with the class of the head noun" (Naden 1989:158). as do all pronouns.

Demonstratives can be either near or far in meaning, according to context, and are thus

translated as either 'this' or 'that'. The deictic no, also translated "this' or 'that' according to

context, is a 'pointing' word, referring most often to a referent in the physical context.

(11) Nc ti Hebe'... ki la baa' iden no.

F& we return-P SS SUBS2 arrive-P house this

'And we returned and then arrived at this house.'

By contrast, the back-reference particle nno [lino] modifies a referent (or sometimes an

action) already mentioned or already implicit in the discourse, as in example (12).

(12) A tuke' pomu uba ki baa' la,

you bring-P bowl one SS arrive-P if

a li kuore pomu uba nno iqe ne?

you FUT sell bowl one BKRF how. much FOC

'If you bring one bowl [of millet], for how much then will

you sell that one bowl?'

Indefinite specification (e.g. kibuk kiba 'a child'), signaled by the F2 position, is at

times ambiguous with the notion of count for singular nouns. Note that in example (12), co-

occurring propositions of ownership and back-reference specification necessitate an

interpretation of count ('one bowl') rather than indefinite specification ('a bowl'). As is the

case with all numerals in the F2 position, the word uba 'one" in example (12) above shows

noun class agreement with its head noun. However, unlike other numerals, it is not the

numeral used in counting {nlen 'one') which is at its base, but the particle ba 'what". When

used in concordance with plural nouns, it very clearly meaqs 'some' or 'certain', as in binib

biba 'some people'.

16



The fourth following (F4) position, while a constituent of the noun phrase, functions to

relate the noun phrase to the other constituents of the Clause, fhis includes the focus particle

and the particles translated 'also" and 'even".

The preceding (P) constituent position will be further discussed in sections 5.6 and 5.7,

due to its close association with morphosyntactic possession.

5.3 Mverb Word

The Verb Word is inflected for aspect. Most verbs show a three-way contrast between

the Neutral, Perfective, and Imperfective forms, but certain verbs, such as ye 'say', are

invariant in form. With some verbs, neutralization of form exists between two of the aspects,

and the aspect must be determined from the context. In addition, certain verbs have a fourth

form, the stative, as in example (16).

The most common indicator of aspect in Gangam is tonal change on the verb.'^

However, nasalization, vowel length, and affixation can also indicate aspect on certain verbs.

In current Gangam orthography (used in this paper), tone is not marked except where needed

to distinguish minimal pairs, but the Perfective and Imperfective verb forms are marked with

an apostrophe and an 'h" following the verb, respectively, as in examples (14) and (15).

(13) Neutral: duon [diion]

Duon!

lie.down

'Lie down!'

(14) Perfective: duon' [duon]

Uwob tl baa' likpengbenl ki kpende' lisuonkel

goat SUBSl arrive. P Stream.bank SS transform. P head.cushion

ki duDn' usen ni.

SS lie.down.P path in

'Goat then arrived at the stream bank and changed himself into a head

cushion and lay down in the path.'

'^Kelly (1993) gives a comprehensive treatment of tonal phenomena in relation to verbal morphology. He

analyzes the Neutral form of the verb as basic, and the others as being derived from it.
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(15) Imperfective: duondeh [dubnde]

U duondeh daal ke daal tikur tita.

he lie.down. I day all day hour three

'He lies down each day at three o'clock.'

(16) Stative: do [do]

N kebeh iba, ito do licenkpekl.

I fish.l certain.ones others lie.down. S at. side

'1 am fishing for certain ones; others are there (on the ground)

beside me.'

Reduplication also adds complexity to the Verb Word construction. Thus kuore 'self

becomes kokuore 'sell off (Distributive aspect)' (17). and kere "bite' becomes kekere "chew

up (Intensive aspect)' (18).

(17) Binib bole' ki kuokuore' iji nno

people hide.P SS sell.sell millet BKRF

'People hid and sold off the millet' (bowl by bowl to different people)

(18) ki taa lisuonkel ki kekere kekere

SS.SJV take head.cushion SS.SJV bite. bite bite. bite

kf le na ye nonku

SS.SJV see it.not be meat

'... and let him take the head cushion and chew it to pieces and look to

see that it's not meat'

Example (18) above shows reduplication not only at the Verb Word level, but also at

the Verb Phrase level, resulting in a double marking of Intensity. See Table 7 for a constituent

analysis of the '^Verb Word. The Verb Word is treated in more detail in Higdon (1996),

chapter 3, 'The Verbal System in Gangam."

5.4 I^Verb Phrase

The Gangam Verb Phrase consists of a Verb Word as the central constituent, a

following position filled by mo 'also' or ne (focus), and three preceding constituent positions.
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The Verb Word encodes the basic three-way aspectual distinction in Gangam in the central or

head position of the Verb Phrase (VP.C). The first preceding constituent position (PI) is filled

by a reduplicated Verb Word, giving the aspectual meaning of intensity. The reduplication of

the Verb Word can co-occur with reduplication of the verbal root within the Verb Word, as in

example (17) above. Other semantic and discourse-level TAM notions are encoded by verbal

particles in the second preceding position (P2). These include relative sequencing and

temporal notions such as // (subsequent 1), /a (subsequent2), la (prior/distant past), www

(immediate past or future), and //' 'now';'"* future tense (/;'); counterfactuality {hi)\ insistence

/} 'surely'; and laan 'yet/still'.

TABLE 7

CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF THE GANGAM VERB WORD



(19) Done, a ji li Hebe ki tl nuun

so.then you now FUT return SS.SJV SUBSl search

ilike ne, ki la pukn

money FOC SS.SJV SUBS2 add

'So then, now you'll return to look for money to add to it...'

(20) N la tl kuore' wo ki teke' awa unan ne.

I PJ*ST/PR SUBSl sell.P it SS take 500F four FOC

'1 would then sell it and take 2,000 francs.'

(21) Ti' mo bi qmobeh iyenmaale la, ti bi li Hike

our also CF have. I thoughts if we CF FUT look

nen saan ne ki ye

itE beside FOC SS say

'If we, too, were thinking, we would look around and say,...'

The subjunctive marker is realized as a clitic on the preceding subject position (or. in the

absence of the subject, on the same-subject chain marker, which functions as a coordinating

conjunction), and the negative marker coalesces with pronominal subjects and the same-

subject chain marker. However, it seems best to consider the subjunctive and the negative

markers also to be part of the verb phrase. In doing so. their relative sequential order is

maintained, and they can be analyzed together with other TAM particles. The subjunctive and

the negative particles are always followed directly by (other) VP constituents.

When the subject of a Clause is a noun or noun phrase, the negative appears as ija 'not'.

However, when ihe subject is pronominal, the negative coalesces with the pronoun. When

negation co-occurs with the future particle /i, the result is la, as in example (24).

(22) Gobina r)a laan de' usen

government not yet give road

'The government hasn't yet shown the way.'
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(23) Ba jin' nni

they. not eat me

'They didn't take advantage of me.'

(24) Ni la cere wenli wa we ni nno ya

you.pl NEG.FUT allow tomorrow REL come here BKRF POS
<

gber ri li webndeh ne.

affairs SJV PUT bother- 1 you

'Don't let the affairs of tomorrow bother you.'

In a similar fashion, the subjunctive appears as li when following a noun, noun phrase,

or noun class pronoun as subject (25), but first- and second-person subject pronouns ttike the

subjunctive high tone directly without the following epenthesized nasal segment (26). When

the subjunctive occurs in a Verb Phrase which is preceded by the same-subject chain marker

ki, it is realized as a high tone on the ki as in example (27).

(25) Ne usengbenl ri tokc uwob
F& dog SJV speak goat

'And [he said] that Dog should tell Goat...'

(26) Ti nuunh ti li kuoreh ubien wa.

we.SJV search. 1 we PUT sell.l price REL

'May we seek out the price at which we'll sell.'

(27) kf taa lisuDnkel ki' kekere kekere

SS.SJV take head. cushion SS.SJV bite.bite bite. bite

ki le na ye nonku

SS.SJV see it. not be meat

'...and let him take the head cushion and chew it to pieces and look to

see that it's not meat'

When they co-occur, the negative precedes the subjunctive. The negative is therefore

analyzed as filling the third preceding constituent position (P3). while the subjunctive is

combined with other TAM particles in the second preceding position (P2). See Table 8 for a

constituent analysis of^Verb Phrase.
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CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF THE GANGAM VERB PHRASE



5.5 "^Postpositional Phrase

The Postpositional Phrase is composed of a nominal followed by a postposition and.

optionally, the focal particle ne. See Table 9 for a constituent analysis of ^Postposition

Phrase.

TABLE 9

CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF THE GANGAM
POSTPOSITIONAL PHRASE



(28) Bon, min ya gber si... iji ya kuorni

OK IsgE POS word own millet POS selling

ti' du \yuu ni.

our. village this in

'OK, my word concerns ... the selling of millet in this our village.'

(29) U la baa' uk^en saan so,

he SUBS2 arrive-P marsh beside SUB

'Then he arrived beside the marsh,'

(30) Lisuonkel ti lu' likpengbengbenl bo,

head. cushion SUBS I fall-P river, bank on

'The head cushion fell on the riverbank,'

(31) A taa' kumuoku ki ti fien' Lilenl bd la,

you take-P Mogou SS SUBSl leave Lilenl toward if

'If you go via Mogou and head toward Lilenl, ...'

In addition to these primary meanings, three of the four postpositions have secondary

meanings. Ni 'in" can also be used in the sense of temporal location combined with temporal

position,'^ as in example (32).

(32) Kusieku ji ni rjmaalniin ni,

wet.season now here rnonth.eight in

a li se ki qoh pepepeb!

you FUT stand SS tremble brrr!

'When rainy season comes in the eighth month, you'll stand and

tremble - brrr!'

Saan 'beside' is also used in the grammaticalized phrase nen saan ne which functions

as a coordinating conjunction and means 'so then' or 'therefore'.

'-''The terms 'temporal location' and "temporal position' follow Fleming (1988:151-153), in which her semantic

terminology draws a parallel between temporal and spatial notions.
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(33) Nen saan ne, ti ke ri cuo ti' ba

PN13E beside FOC we all SJV catch our one

'So then, we all should catch ourselves, ...'

Bo 'on' may mark the patient of certain verbs, as in example (34). This analysis is

tentative; an alternate analysis would be that it marks the semantic notion of RECIPIENT,

encoding the notion of doing X to Y. In example (35), bo 'on' is more clearly the marker of

RECIPIENT. The context makes it clear that 'our things' is not what will be added, but what

will be added onto.

(34) Ibonpien kuore' ti' like nnp bo.

Whites diminish our rngney BKRF on

'The Whites have devalued our money.'

(35) Tibont pukndeh la, ni mon,

things add-1 ' if it good

ti' mo ri li pukndeh ti' yaar bo ne.

we also SJVFUT add our thoseJif on FOC

'If the price of things is going up, fine, we also should raise the price

on our things.'

In addition, bo 'on" is us^d in the grammaticalized phrase ma ho. which follows a

Clause or Clause Chain and subordinates it, as in example (36).

(36) Nen saan ne, ti ke ri cuo ti' ba

PN13E beside FOC we all SJV ^atch our one

ki Hike udu wuu cuonh ma bo.

SS-SJV look village this work how on

'So then, we all should catch ourselves, and look at how this village

works.'



5.6 '^Possessor Phrase

The Possessor Phrase in Gangam is composed of a nominal (Noun Word, Noun Phrase,

etc.) followed by a semantically empty functor word, ya.^^ See Table 10 for a constituent

analysis of ^Possessor Phrase.

TABLE 10

CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS OF THE GANGAM POSSESSOR PHRASE



and the Possessor Phrase as being a filler of the Noun Phrase PI position. For the sake of

clarity, both possessor and possessed are included in examples (37) through (40).

(37) min ya gber ta n ye ri toke

me-E POS word REL I say I-SJV speak

'my word which 1 say I should speak'

(38) upond ya bucienk

frog POS eldest. child

'the frog's eldest child'

(39) uwon mo ya baam
rabbit also POS arrival

'Rabbit's arrival, too' (or, 'along came Rabbit')

The Possessor Phrase is also used in specification. In this case, the preceding position is

filled by the nominal class determiner which agrees with the central Noun Phrase constituent

(the possessed nominal). In effect, the proclitic determiner is separated from its corresponding

noun by the insertion of the possessive particle ya. In example (40), the narrator decries the

fact that an outside merchant will buy millet in Gando (a millet-producing region) for 100

francs per bowl, then return to Gando later and sell it at 300 francs per bowl.

(40) ki liebe ki la tuke i ya ji

SS-SJV return SS-SJV SUBS2 bring DET-IO POS millet

ni mo ti' ni woo
here also our here oh!

'to return and then bring that (same) millet here, among us!'



(41) Ikpetuon cinbe ki koh u ya yo ne ten :

fieldwork really SS enter DET-9 POS moment FOC lots

bi buuh iji nin tibont ke u ya Qmaa] ni, ne ki

they sow-I millet and things all DET-9 POS moruh in FOC& SS

guureh tiwenbr.

tie. up-I mean. animals

'Fieldwork really gets started at this time (June): people sow millet and

all [sorts of] things in this month, and they tie up mean animals.'

5.7 Pronominal Possession

Pronominal possession is encoded in the preceding and central constituent positions of

the Noun Phrase (see Table 6). First- and second-person personal subject pronouns combine

with the proclitic determiners of the 1 3 noun classes to form the set of possessive pronouns

(see Table 4).

In this instance, the preceding position of the Noun Phrase is filled by a possessive

pronoun, and the central position is filled by a Noun Word, as in examples (42) and (43), or

by a substantive pronoun, as in example (44). Semantic content of this construction parallels

that of the ya possession phrase and that of English. The apostrophe which appears between

the pronoun and the nominal is orthographic convention. It has no phonetic reality, but cues

the reader that the pronoun comes from the possessive pronoun set. The possessive pronoun is

phonologically bound to the possessed nominal.

(42) a' kpelcer

your clothes

'your clothes'

(43) n' po

my wife

'my wife'

In other instances the possessed word appears to be one of several non-central

constituent fillers of the Noun Phrase. These include postpositions, ba 'what/one', ke "alT,

and mo 'also', as in examples (44) through (46). In these cases, semantic content is posited
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for the central constituent position of the Noun Phrase, even though it is not reaHzed in the

morphosyntax.

(44) Ti' mo ri li pukndeh ti' yaar bo ne.

our also SJV FUT acid-I our those. of on FOC

'May we also augment (the price of) ours.'

(45) ki liebe ki la tuke i ya ji

SS-SJV return SS-SJV SUBS2 bring NC9 POS millet

ni mo ti' ni woo
here also our her^ oh!

'to return and then bring even millet here, among us!'

(46) Ti' ke ri cuo ti' ba kf Hike udu

we all SJV catch our one SS-SJV look village

wuu cuonh ma bo.

this walk as on

'We should all catch ourselves (stop) to look at how this village

works.'

5.8 ^Clause

The basic word order of the Gangam Clause is SVO. Ihe Clause formula presented in

Table 11, Mciause = P": NP + C: VP + Fl : NP - F2: PoPhr + F3: adv, is a simplified version

of that which is called for by Fleming's model. (Fillers of the constituent positions are

discussed below according to Fleming's model.)

The central position (C) is filled by a Verb Word or a Verb Phrase. The preceding

position (P) is filled by a Noun Phrase, Noun Word, pronoun, or proper noun. This preceding

subject posifion is empty when the Clause is a subsequent Clause in a Clause Chain

introduced by the same-subject chain marker ki. This particle is analyzed at the inter-clausal

level to be functioning as a coordinating conjunction. There are three following positions in

the Clause construction. The first (Fl) is the object slot, filled by a Noun Word, Noun Phrase,

pronoun, or embedded Clause. The second following position (F2) is filled by a Postpositional

Phrase. Finally, the third following posifion (F3) is filled by an adverb. See Table 11 for a

constituent analysis of ^Clause. In the following examples, each Clause is bracketed.
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Table 11—Continued



(47) [Bi ti baa'], ne ki [kebeh ijen].

they SUBSl arrive.PF& SS fish. I fish

'Then they arrived, and they were fishing for fish.'

(48) [Bon, min ya gber [ta [n ye [ri toke]]] si

OK me.E POS word REL I say I.SJV speak own

iji ya kuorm ti' du wuu ni.]

millet POS selling our village this in

'OK, my word which I say I should speak concerns the selling of millet

in this our village.'

(49) [Liike] k\ [gbien kpa] kf [wie].

look SS.SJV fill.up well SS.SJV throw

'Look really well and throw it.'

Imperative Clauses have no overt subject, as in (49) above. Subsequent Clauses

following such a Clause and preceded by the same-subject chain marker ki are also imperative

in force. In example (49). the second Clause functions adverbially.

Clauses can be subordinated by ten 'as if, ma nno 'like that (back-reference)", ma no

'like that (deictic)", so (identification/subordinator), or la 'if. The subordinating particles fill

the central (C) position of the Subordinated Clause construction. The Clause (or Clause Chain

or Sentence) is analyzed as filling either the preceding (P) or the following (F) posifion.

Subordinated Clauses occur preposed to the independent Clause of a ^Sentence or, in the

case often Clauses, postposed. (See Table 14.)

Subordinated Clauses are analyzed in Table 1 7 i7

'^Forthe sake of simplicity, 1 call this construction '^Subordinated Clause, even though its preceding constituent

position can be filled by ^Clause Chain and "^Sentence in addition to l^ciause.
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5.9 ^Clause Chain's

The Gangam Clause Chain is a series of two or more Clauses or Sentences, with the

non-initial Clauses or Sentences being preceded by the chain marker ki, and showing no overt

subject.'*^ These Clauses (and Sentences) function together as a unit, the chain as a whole

often filling constituent positions of the ^Sentence construction. In addition, the same

grammatical subject holds for the entire length of the chain and is identified in the initial

Clause. Clause Chains in my corpus of data vary in length from two to nine Clauses and/or

Sentences. Examples (50) and (51) show sample Clause Chains. In example (51), the

bracketed portion is an embedded relative Clause Chain. Clause Chain constituent positions

(CI, C2) are identified in the examples.

(50) CI: UwDb n baa' likpengbenl

goat SUBSl arrive.? stream.bank

C2a: ki kpende' lisuonkel

SS transform. P head.cushion

C2b: ki duon' usen ni.

SS lie.down. P path in

'Goat then arrived at the stream bank and changed himself into a head

cushion and lay down in the path.'

'^There are two main constructions in Gangam whicii are formed by the combination of Clauses. These are the

Clause Chain and the Sentence. F-"ollowing Fleming's model closely, there would technically be a third such

morphosyntactic construction, namely the Conjunction Chain, where Clauses are joined together by coordinating

conjunctions. For my purposes, however, I will not distinguish between the Conjunction Chain and the two other

constructions. 1 have not included coordinating conjunctions in table 13 summarizing the Gangam '^Clause

Chain, but they are presented in the linear order in which they occur in table 14 summarizing the '^Sentence.

'^For the sake of simplicity, I call the chain a Clause Chain even though its constituent positions nia\ be tilled

by Sentences as well as by Clauses.
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(51) CI: Ama binib [ba tukeh tiwent ki

but people REL bring.l things/animals SS

la kuDrehti' bo nno] pok

SUBS2 sell. I our on BKRF zip!

C2a: ki cin'

SS start. P

C2b: ki duondeh tiwent ya daaku.

SS raise. I things POS price

'But the people who bring things and then sell them to us zip!

have started raising the price of things.'

Table 13 shows a constituent analysis of the '^Clause Chain construction. Instead of

using relative sequential order, I have analyzed the Clause Chain as having two central

positions in absolute order, the second with internal absolute order. One could argue that

because the initial Clause contains an overt subject and the non-initial Clauses do not, the

initial Clause should be considered the central constituent. However, the construction signals

no semantically dominant constituent, either from the perspective of semantic content or from

the perspective of discourse prominence. In fact, it is possible for the initial Clause to be

merely introductory, and the non-initial Clause to be overtly marked for discourse

prominence, as in example (52), where ne is the focal coordinating conjunction.-" The ns

can appear prior to the initial Clause of the chain or prior to a non-initial Clause. It marks

discourse-level importance on all Clauses following it, through the end of the Clause Chain.

-"Higdon (1996:1 14-122) presents the particle ne as a marker of important information in the understanding and

development of a text.
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(52) CI: Bi ti baa',

they SUBSl arrive.?

C2: ne ki kebeh ijen.

F& SS fish.I fish

'Then they arrived, and they were fishing for fish.'

I have identified the '^Clause Chain as an important part of the Gangam

morphosyntactic hierarchy. As such, it is an important building block in Gangam discourse in

both referent identification and the combination of Clauses. However, it is important to

recognize that in using the term 'chain', there is potential ambiguity with current usage by

other linguists.

Longacre (1985 and 1990) distinguishes between chaining languages and co-ranking

languages. There are two types of chaining, 'right chaining towards a special final verb (in

SOV languages) [and] left chaining away from a special initial verb (VSO and SVO

languages)' (1990:144). In each case, the 'special' verb is fully inflected, while the medial or

consecutive verbs (right chaining and left chaining, respectively) are not fully inflected and

are to some extent dependent on the head verb. Were Gangam a chaining language according

to this scheme, it would follow the initial verb-consecutive verb format, since it is an SVO

language. Although a certain degree of dependence is shown in that non-inifial Clauses have

no overt subject, this is not the verbal dependency upon which Longacre bases his distinction:

'In a chaining structure, ... it is simply not possible to combine two verbs of the same rank in

the same sentence' (1985:238).

Gangam, therefore, is not a chaining language according to Longacre's terminology, but

a co-ranking language. Any of the basic verb forms, and at least a subset of the verbal

particles, can occur in the subsequent Clauses in a chain. In addition, the subjunctive and the

negative can occur in either the initial Clause or the subsequent Clauses of the chain. In

Longacre's terminology, the Gangam Clause Chain is a serial construction ( 1 990: 168).
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5.10 ^Sentence

The Gangam Sentence is composed of three constituent positions, each of which can be

iterative. The central position (C) is filled by an independent Clause or Clause Chain. The

preceding position (P) is filled by a dependent Clause, Clause Chain, or Sentence

subordinated by either ma nno 'like that (backreference)', ma no 'like that (deictic),' so

(identification/subordinator), or la 'if. The following position (F) is filled by a quotation,

whether direct or indirect; or by a Clause, Clause Chain, or Sentence whose main verb is

functioning as a complement verb.

In examples (53) and (54), the Sentence constituent positions (P, C, and F) are

identified.

(53) P: Tiwent ya daaku cin' ki doh ma no,

things POS price start.P SS go.up.I as DEIC

C: ti' mo ri bende ti' mo li kuoreh

our also SJV know our also PUT sell.

I

ti' ji ubien wa.

our millet price REL

'Since the price of things has started climbing, we also should know the

price at which we too will sell our millet.'

(54) P: A, kuore' kobilenno la, a ti baa' la,

yousell.P lOOF BKRF if you SUBS 1 arrive.P if

a li de buciib bua kobk nin gbonturjun la,

you FUT buy soap REL 50F and 5F.five if

C: be ri ye

they SJV say

F: ni te kobita ne.

it be 150F FOC

'If you have sold at 100 francs, if you then arrive, to buy soap at

75 francs, let them say that it's 150 francs.'

See Table 14 for a constituent analysis of the ^Sentence.
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6. SEMANTIC CONTENT OF INTERCLAUSAL CONSTRUCTIONS

Because Clauses tend to encode semantic propositions, the Clause Chain and the

Sentence tend to encode semantic content which is interpropositional . That is, they serve to

relate the two conjoined propositions to each other. Examples (55) and (56) show sequential

temporal arrangements, and examples (57) and (58) show sequential logical arrangements. In

each case, the PRIOR proposition is encoded in the initial Clause and the SUBSEQUENT

proposition in the non-initial.

(55) TEMP PRIOR: Sin uba ri la tuke a' wob ni

you.E one SJV SUBS2 bring your goat here

TEMP SUBS: ki la ye,

SS SUBS2 say

'May one of you then bring your goat here and then say,...'

(56) TEMP PRIOR: U duon' likpengbenl so,

he lie.down.P stream.bank ID/SUB

TEMP SUBS: e! usengbenl baa' ki ye peb ki gebre'.

oh! dog arrive.P SS say zoom! SS pass

'After he lay down by the stream bank, oh! Dog arrived and said zoom!

and passed on by.'

(57) LOG PRIOR ( + means): Ti nin li taa mila

we like PUT take how

LOG SUBS (+ purpose): ne ki qmere?

F& SS.SJV be.saved

'What are we going to do to be saved?'

(58) LOG PRIOR ( + means): Uker ne'

hyena follow.

P

LOG SUBS ( + purpose): wo n cuo.

he SJV catch

'Hyena followed iin order to catch (him).'
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Both the Clause Chain and the Sentence encode the following semantic

interpropositions: elaboration, sequential and simultaneous temporal arrangement, and

sequential logical arrangement. However, the contrastive logical arrangement is Ibund only in

the Sentence, as in example (59) and the last example line ot Tahle 14. This is done h\ means

of an iterative Sentence.C position, i.e.. by the juxtaposition of two central positions in the

Sentence.

(59) LOG PRIOR: Tiwent ya daaku mo pok ki cin' ki doh;

things POS price also zip! SS start. P SS go. up

LOG SUBS: Logical Arrangement (CONTRAST)

CONTRAST: (^^ [the government should do something]

CONTRASTED (+ contra-expectation):

gobina ija laan de usen

government NEG yet give.P path

ki yc be ri duon tiwent ya daaku.

SS say they SJV raise things POS price

'The price of things also zip! has begun climbing; [and yet] the

government hasn't yet led the way and said that people should raise the

price of things.'

The Clause Chain and the Sentence also have in common the realization of the

additional semantic constituent PHASE, as in "begin to" or "be just about to".

(60) Tiwent ya daaku cin' ki doh ma no,

things POS price start. P SS go. up. I as DEIC

'Since the price of things has started climbing....'

(61) Bi ti neke' be ri iiiire i' bo,

they SUBSl almost. P they SJV reach their on

'They were then just about to get them..'.'

In my corpus of data, no other additional semantic constituent occurs in both

constructions. ABILITY "be able to'. IVIANNER, and INTENSIIT occur in the Clause Chain,

but not in the Sentence. RE-^QUISITE RESOURCES (to have the resources necessary to

perform an event) and AUTHORIZER "allow" occur in the Sentence, but not in the Clause

Chain.
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I he Conversation lilock. an extra-propositional semantic structure, is limited to the

Sentence, as in example (62).

(62) Bigfngenb biba la yic' ki ye,

Gangams certain D.PST/PR refuse. P SS say

"Iji nnx bi li kuorc yi kobitata ne."
millet BKRF they FUT sell it SOF.three.three FOC

'Certain Gangams refused and said, "The millet, it will (should) be sold
for 150 francs (a bowl).'

In addition, the realization of some .single propositions is limited to the Sentence. These

include Attribution.^! in example (63). and Events of the sub-types COGNITION (64),

REACTION (65), and EXPERIENCE (66).

(63) Nl bi mon tinbi Bigengenb mo, tf taa

it CF good we. E Gangams also we.SJV take

uiiDkpaan ne.

mouth. agree FOC

'It would be good that we the Gangams also, that we all agree...'

(64) Ni likeh kutaaku bo, ne ki bendch utaa li nii bii

you look-1 sky on, FOC& SS know-I rain FUT fall or

wa ri nii.

it.NEG SJV fall

'You look at the sky and you know if it will rain or not."

(65) A bi yic a gmon te la,

you CF want you.SJV eat us if

'If you want to eat us,...'

21
riie semantic proposition Attribution (e.g.. I'iie dirt is black' and -the black dirt") is nho encoded b\ ihe Noun

Word construction in (iangam. but it is not encoded by the Clause Chain
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(66) A pok ki le ti Hebe ki la se a' buol ne.

you zip! SS.SJV see we return SS SUBS2 stand your side FOC

'Quick as a flash, you'll see us return and stand beside you.'

Table 15 summarizes the possible semantic content realized by the Clause Chain and the

Sentence.

TABLE 15

COMPARISON OF THE SEMANTIC CONTENT OF THE
GANGAM CLAUSE CHAIN AND SENTENCE

Interpropositions

'^Clause Chain

semantic content

^ Sentence

semantic content

Elaboration



Longacre (1985) notes that:

...apparently the sentence level exists for the purpose of encoding combinations of

predications, i.e., relations within the domain of the propositional instead of the

predicate calculus. Nevertheless, surface structure sentences are not necessarily

confined to such elements.

This observation coincides well with the multiple-level semantic content of the Gangam

Sentence as presented in Table 1 5 above.

While the level of 'combinations of predications" is dominant (semantic

interpropositions and conversation block), the Sentence also encodes certain simple semantic

propositions and additional semantic constituents. These apparently fall into the category of

'merged sentences', or 'sentences in which the component clauses overlap each other and are

mutually dependent' (1985:239-240). Longacre notes that 'the verbs which occur in the first

clause are found to constitute a closed list' (1985:240). While this latter criterion is met

without exception in the Gangam Sentences in question, the former criterion, that of overlap

and mutual dependence, is met in only a subset of them.

The former criterion is met in the case of SEvent(REACTION) (notions such as 'want'),

in which the non-initial Clause is in the subjunctive, as in example (65). ^^ The criterion is not

met, however, in the case of SEvent(COGNITION) (notions such as 'know') and

SEvent(EXPERIENCE) (notions such as 'see'). The additional semantic constituents of

PHASE, example (61), and REQUISITE RESOURCES (the notion of X having the resources

necessary to perform an Event) when realized by the Sentence also take the subjunctive in the

complement Clause, and AUTHORIZER (the notion of X allowing an action) does so

optionally.

Several of Fleming's semantic constructions find their counterparts in Longacre's

terminology. Where Fleming speaks of simultaneous and sequential temporal arrangement,

Longacre speaks of temporal overlap and succession. Fleming's sequential logical

arrangement is called implication by Longacre, and is divided into condilionalily,

example (67), and causation, example (68). These sub-categories of implication find their

counterpart in Fleming's model as well (1988:192-193), as seen in the notation "(+ means)'

and '(+ purpose)' in examples (57) and (58).

-^ While the subjunctive can occur in the independent Clause, in this instance it signals a dependent relationship

A'ith the initial Clause for which it is a complement. When it occurs in the independent Clause, the subjunctive

:arries the force of a manipulative (Givon 1984:317).
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(67) conditionality: A kuore' kobile nno la,

you sell.P lOOF BKRF if

a ti baa' la,

you SUBSl arrive.? if

a li de buciib bua kobk nin gbontuqun la,

you FUT buy soap REL 50F and SF.five if

be ri ye ni te kobita ne.

they SJV say it be SOF.three FOC

'If you have sold at 100 francs, if you then arrive, to buy soap at

75 francs, let them say that it's 150 francs.'

(68) causation: Bi kuore' ma nno ba fre' ki de'

they sell.P as BKRF they.not able.P SS buy.P

ciib monon.

soap even

'Since they sold like that, they couldn't even buy soap.'

Where Fleming speaks of the semantic interproposition ^Flaboration, Longacre speaks

of paraphrase and lists helpful distinctions, such as specific-generic paraphrase, example

(69), where 'there is a loss of information in the second base ... accomplished ... by using

more generic lexical terms in the second base' (1985:247), that is, in the second Clause.

(69) specific: Bigengenb biba la yie'

Gangams certain D.PST/PR refuse.?

generic: ki ye,

SS say

'Certain Gangams refused and said,...'

Finally, Longacre refers to allrihulion. First, there is speech attrihulion, analogous to

Fleming's ^Conversation Block, as in example (62). Secondly, there is awareness attribution,

for which the primary verb is 'know'. This is analogous to Fleming's SEvent(COGNlTlON),

as in example (64).
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7. CONCLUSION

In this paper I have presented a typological overview of Gangam (section 3) followed by

constituent analyses of its basic morphosyntactic constructions (section 5). Although Gangam

is a VO language, it exhibits Postpositional Phrases and other dependent-head constructions,

and does not follow typological predictions for either VO or Postpositional Phrase closely.

What I call the Clause Chain is an important element in Gangam discourse; however, Gangam

is classified not as a 'chaining language' according to Longacre's terminology but as a

'co-ranking language'. Finally, in section 6 I presented the various types of semantic content

that can be encoded by Gangam inter-clausal constructions.

I wish to stress the tentative nature of this analysis. Certain areas of study need to be

expanded, and certain of my conclusions will no doubt prove incorrect. For a more in-depth

look at the Gangam verbal system, see Higdon (1996:46-93).



APPENDIX

In January 1994, DOURE Nbaame (about 70 years of age), counselor to the Gando canton

chief (Oti prefecture, Togo), was asked to tell a story. The following story was recorded and

transcribed by N'SARMA Wenatho and LAMBONl Gnanle. and edited by LAMBONI Gnanle

and SAMBOGOU Mateyedou. It is printed here with the permission of the stor>'teller.

UJ€NK£BE FISHING'

1. Henhen, uker^^ nin usengbenl ns joh ujenkebe nin uwob.

ahem hyena and dog FOC go. I fishing and goat

Ahem, Hyena and Dog went fishing with Goat.

2. Bi ti baa', ne ki kebeh ijen.

they SUBS arrived F& SS fish.I fish

They then arrived, and they were fishing for fish.

3. Bi kebeh ijen ma nno, bi ti neke' be ri iiiire i' bo,

they fish.I fish as BKRF they SUBS almost.? they SJV get their on

ne kpere-^ ye be ri cere be ri ge iyuon.

F& observe. a.taboo say they SJV allow they SJV sing song

As they were fishing like that, they were then just about to get to them (the fish), and

Eats Anything said that they should allow themselves to sing a song.

4. Ne bi ye, "To, sin wa ye ucien, sin ns li ge;

F& they say OK you.E REL EQU great you.E FOC FUT sing

ti teke qe-a!"

we.SJV take you.emph

And they said, "Fine, you who are great, you will sing; we'll take up (the chorus)."

5. Ne u yuure' lijenkeyebonl ki ni' "boin boin" ki ye, "Bi kebeh

F& he pick.up.P fishing.gourd SS hit.? IDEO IDEO SS say they fish.I

iba ki gbeh ito.

certain SS glance. I others

And he took the fishing gourd and hit out, "Boing, boing!" and said, "They (generic) are

fishing for certain ones, and look sideways at others.

^^Uker, the common name of the hyena, means literally "the biter'. It is derived from the verb ksre "bite'.

^^Kpere, derived fi-om the verb kppre 'observe a taboo", is used ironically here to signify one who is without

taboo, or who eats anything at all.
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6. N kebeh iba, ito do licenkpekl.
I fish. I certain others he.down.S at.side

I am fishing for certain ones; others are lying at my side.

7. N kebeh iba, ito do licenkpekl.
I fish. I certain others He.down.S at.side

I am fishing for certain ones; others are lying at my side.

8. N kebeh iba, ito do licenkpekl.

I fish.I certain others lie.down.S at.side

I am fishing for certain ones; others are lying at my side."

9. UwDb nin usengbenl ye, "Hin u nin niireh bi !e ba ne
Goat and dog say huh he like speak. 1 they see what FOC

bi do licenkpekl no?
they lie.down.S beside that

Goat and Dog said, "What? Who's he talking about, that they're lying down beside him?

10. U niireh finbi so-a)

he speak.I us.E ID/SUB.emph

It's us he's talking about!

11. Ti nin li taa mila ne kf gmere?"
we like FUT take how FcS: Ss.SJV be.saved

What are we going to do to be saved?"

12. Ne bi ti ken' ki gben'.

F& they SUBS fish.P SS finish.?

And then they fished till they were done.

13. Ne bi ye boo, be ri fie ki gbiire ijen.

F& they say whew they SJV leave SS.SJV divide fish

And they said, whew! that they should go out in order to divide up the fish.

14. Ne bi iien', ne u ye won si ijen keke, ka ri daan bi' mo.
F& they leave.P F& he say he.E own fish all SS.NEG SJV leave their also

And they went out and he said he owned all the fish he wouldn't spare them either.

15. Ne bi ye be ri cere be ri gbiere.

F& they say they SJV allow they SJV counsel

And they said that they should allow themselves to take counsel.
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16. Ne u yc gbicriii ija tc Icii.

F& he say counsel not EX in.it

And he said there was no counsel in it.

17. Ne usengbenl ri toke uwob ki ye, uwob qa fich ki tiinh,

F& dog SJV tell goat SS say goat not able.l SS run.

I

uwob ri li nionda ki btn ustiigbenl tVch ki tiinh.

goat SJV FUT true SS know.S dog
^

able. I SS run.l

And [he .said] that Dog should tell Goat and .say that Goat couldn't run, that Goat should

truly know that Dog could run.

18. Ne uwob taa'

F& goat take

And Goat took off.

19. To, niinunni mo do usen ni. ukpen.

OK water also lie.down. S path in stream

So then, water was also there in the path, a stream.

20. Uwob ti baa' likpengbenl ki kpende' lisuonkel

goat SUBSl arrive. P stream. bank SS transform. P head. cushion

ki duon' usen ni.

SS lie.down. P path in

Goat then arrived at the stream bank and changed himself into a head cushion and lay

down in the path.

21. U duon' likpengbenl so, ch, usengbenl baa' ki ye

he lie.down. P stream. bank ID/SUB o! dog arrive. P SS say

peb ki gebrc'.

zoom SS pass. by.

P

After he lay down by the bank, oh! Dog arrived and said Zoom! and passed on by.

22. Uker ne' wo ri cuo.

hyena follow.? he SJV catch

Hyena followed behind in order to catch (him).

23. Usengbenl t~i puore' ki sere' ki yc, "N' jo, a joreh

dog SUBSl cross. P SS stop. P SS say my friend you be. stupid.

1

mo ne-aa!

also FOC.emph

Dog then crossed over and stopped and said, "My friend, you're really stupid!
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24. A bi yie a rinvjii te la. taa lismnkel lie kf

you CV want you.SJV cat us if take head.cushion that SS.SJV

wie le ri puorc ukpen wuu m'.

throw it SJV cross stream this here

If you want to eat us, take that head cushion to throw it so that it crosses this stream [and

lands] over here.

25. Li puorc' la, a pok ki' le ti liebe ki la sc

it cross. P if you zip! SS.SJV sec wc return SS then stand

a' buol ne."

your beside FOC

If it crosses over, quick as a flash you'll sec us return and stand beside you."

26. Ne uker yuure' lisuonkel, ne u ye, "Liike ki' gbien

F& hyena pick. up. P head.cushion F& he say look SS.SJV fill. up

kpa ki wie."

well SS.SJV throw

And Hyena picked up the head cushion, and he said (to himself), "Look really well and

throw it!"

27. Ne u taa' ki wie'.

F& he take.P SS throw.

P

And he took it and threw it.

28. Lisuonkel tl lu' likpcngbengbenl bo. ne u laa'

head. cushion SUBS I fall.P stream. bank on F& he see.P

uw3b buore' ki fii' ki tien' ki ye. "Li ben, a la cere'

goat uncurl. P SS get.up.P SS cry.P SS say FUT know.S you not cut.P

n' konb a' ninsenti."

my testicles your spit

The head cushion then fell on the stream bank, and he saw the goat uncurl and get up

and cry out saying, "Know this: you won't cut my testicles! -your spit!"

29. Ne u yc, "Bo!

F& he say bo

And he said, "Bo!
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30. N bi ben nno la, n bi ben ni ye tinont la,

I CF know.S BKRF if I CF know.S it EQU meat if

fenfen, dinno wuo no, n bi li gbo.

now today this this I CF FUT satiate.

S

If I had known that, if I had known it was meat, now, this very day, I would be full.

31. Lisuonkel!

head.cushion

A head cushion!

32. N yuure' tinont so ki wie'-cc - ni ti sere' ni' bo-oo?"

I pick.up.P meat ID/SUB SS throw.P.emph it SUBSl stop its on.cmph

So it was meat that I picked up and threw away - did it then stop over there?"

33. Nen si, uker ji cuonh ki ti laa' lisuonkel la, wo ri

it own hyena now walk. I SS SUBSl see.P head.cushion if he SJV

ye, "Uwob nno ne!" -

say goat BKRF FOC

That's why now when Hyena walks around and then sees a head cushion, let him say,

"It's that goat!"

-

34. (U la kpie' ki tien' nno, ne tinont tuba qmere')-

he D.PST/PR before. P SS do.P BKRF F& meat one escape. P

ki taa lisuonkel kf kekere kekere kf le,

SS.SJV take head.cushion SS.SJV bite.bite bite.bite SS.SJV see

na ye nonku.

it.not EQU meat

(Before, he did like that, and a piece of meat escaped) and let him take the head cushion

and chew it to pieces and look, to see that it's not meat.

35. Ne wo ri taa kf wie.

F& he SJV take SS.SJV throw

And let him take it and throw it.

36. Usengbenl ne jin' miyenfuom ki cere' bi rjmere'.

dog FOC eat.P wisdom SS allow. P they escape.

P

Dog ate wisdom and allowed them to escape.
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